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A B S T R A C T

Anatase (001) nanosheets have recently attracted great attention as very active catalysts and photocatalysts.
These graphene analogs have very high surface area and unique surface properties. In the present paper, very
thin two-layer anatase nanosheets are investigated computationally in the form of quantum dots of various size.
Quantum size effect (QSE) was clearly observed for nanosheets with fully hydroxylated edges and size up to
14 nm and the ultimate band gap is around 3.4 eV. Dehydroxylation of nanosheets obscured QSE, decreased
band gap and induced visible light absorption. Therefore, contradictory trends reported in experimental studies
for anatase QSE can be ascribed to different degree of hydroxylation of the TiO2 samples surface. All anatase
nanosheet quantum dots retained their flat graphene-like shape. These findings demonstrate that dehydroxylated
anatase nanosheet quantum dots are prospective visible-light active photocatalysts even if their inherent band
gap is considerably larger than for bulk anatase.

1. Introduction

Titanium dioxide remains one of the most studied and utilized
materials for photocatalysis, solar cells, batteries, sensors [1], catalysis
[2], biomedical and many other applications [3]. Recent advancements
in TiO2 preparation methods enabled studies and applications of TiO2

nanoparticles with many different shapes and surfaces [4]. In our pre-
vious publications, we studied properties of anatase nanoparticles of
various shapes, sizes and different surface functional groups [5–7].
Such developed computational models of TiO2 nanoparticles were
subsequently applied for providing understanding of advanced photo-
catalytic activities of composites [8–10]. However, many studies de-
monstrated increased functional properties including much elevated
rate of photocatalytic reactions over TiO2 in the form of (001) na-
nosheets as compared to roundish particles and other nanosheets
[11,12]. Therefore, studies on such nanosheets are very promising and,
no doubt, will be continued for full discovery of the material useful
properties [13].

Among the properties of TiO2, its band gap and bands positions are
very important from fundamental point of view and for photocatalytic
and photoelectrochemical applications. Quantum size effect (QSE) in
titanium dioxide is one of the obscure questions in the studies of this
material. Modern literature contains contradictory experimental data
on the effect of TiO2 particles size on their electronic and optical

properties. Luca et al. reports optical band gap change from 3.42 to
3.33 eV for change in anatase nanoparticles size from 3.8–11 nm, while
commercial 60 nm anatase had band gap of 3.44 eV [14]. In a later
paper [15], they reported irregular dependence of the anatase band gap
on particles size with a minimum for 3 nm particles. Monticone et al.
reported band gap decrease from about 3.4 to 3.2 eV when the size
increased from 1 to 3 nm and concluded that the effective mass de-
creases when the size increases [16]. Satoh et al. reported that three
very small anatase nanoparticles containing 6, 14 and 30 TiO2 units
obey the effective mass approximation (EMA) with bulk band gap
3.2 eV and dielectric constant 31 [17]. The previously mentioned stu-
dies reported deviation from the EMA.

To shed some light on the QSE, several theoretical computational
studies have been undertaken. Cho et al. investigated nanoparticles in
the range of 0.5–3.2 nm with (CAM-)B3LYP hybrid functional and
predicted that the bulk-like behavior can emerge for the size above
6.5 nm [18]. In correction to the original paper, they estimated the
bulklike size as 20 nm [19]. QSE for anatase (001) bilayer nanoribbons
was studied by Vorontsov and Smirniotis [20]. The band gap (Eg) was
essentially stable and equal to approximately 3.5 eV for nanoribbons
width above 1.3 nm. Local structure deformations and conformation of
surface hydroxyl groups exerted strong influence on the Eg and in-
creased or decreased it by up to 0.7 eV. For decahedral anatase nano-
particles, QSE had more complex behavior: surface groups and
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coordinatively unsaturated surface Ti atoms with charge<4+ influ-
enced the Eg [6]. According to the computational results, bulklike
properties are expected for decahedral nanoparticles with the size
above 2 nm.

Due to the predominance of visible light over UV in the solar
spectrum, modern research aims at developing photosensitive materials
active at λ>400 nm. Visible light absorption in TiO2 materials in-
cluding nanosheets can be caused by the presence of point defects such
as Ti3+ and oxygen vacancies as well as by some admixtures [21] and
heterojunctions [22]. These defects can appear even if oxygen rich air
atmosphere is used for calcination of TiO2 as changes in the visible part
of diffuse reflection spectrum showed [23]. Traditionally, introduction
of dopant atoms is required to obtain visible light activity of TiO2 in-
cluding nanosheets [24,25]. However, recent studies showed that in-
trinsic defects can also cause absorption and reactions under visible
light [26,27] as well as advanced sensor properties [28]. Even perfect
anatase nanocrystals of various shapes possess surface point defects that
can cause visible light absorption and photoactivity [6,29].

Despite the very large interest in 2D TiO2 and its numerous appli-
cations in photocatalysis and other fields, theoretical consideration is
limited to just few publications [30]. Mogilevsky et al. studied dis-
sociative adsorption of water on delaminated bilayer anatase na-
nosheets and found small distortion of the nanosheet surface [31].
Vittadini and Casarin studied anatase nanosheets containing from 1 to 6
atom layers using periodic models [32]. They found that 1–3 layer
anatase (001) nanosheets undergo reorganization into lepidocrocite
and another phase. (101) nanosheets also underwent strong distortions.
Among the titanate bilayer structures modeled, H2Ti3O7 was found as
the most stable [33]. Liao et al. studied monolayer TiO2 nanosheets of
surfaces (010) and (101) and found good charge separation with the
attached Cd halcogenide quantum dots [34]. Liu et al. investigated
codoped TiO2 nanosheets and found their visible light absorption [35].
Wang et al. studied monolayers of various titanate crystal structures
using PBE and HSE06 functionals and obtained their band positions
[36]. Oxygen vacancy in lepidocrocite was computationally studied in
[37].

In the present work, quantum size effect and optical properties are
studied for anatase two-layer nanosheets of approximately square
shape. The influence of the rim hydroxyl groups is studied as well. Due
to the extremely large specific surface area of anatase nanosheets, this
material has very important application area in decontamination of
chemical warfare agents and equally toxic chemicals in the dark and
under solar irradiation [38]. Enhanced visible light absorption for
certain configurations of dehydroxylated nanosheets observed in the
present study provides opportunities of desining novel advanced pho-
tocatalytic materials.

2. Models and methods

Anatase TiO2 nanosheets quantum dots (TNSQD) were prepared
from the bulk TiO2 lattice by removing all atoms except two layers of
atoms closest to the (001) facet surface. The series of two layer TNSQD
studied in the present work are square flakes with the number of unit
cells from 1×1–12×12. The nanosheet quantum dots are designated
as TNSKKLL-MvN, where KK is the length of the hydroxylated side in
unit cells, LL is the length of the non-hydroxylated edges in unit cells, M
is the number of the nanosheet related to the extent of hydroxylation of
edges. Additionally, designation v2 was added that means that all hy-
droxyl groups along each of the edge are aligned in the same direction,
and alignment direction is anti-parallel in the neighbor edges of na-
nosheet.

Coordinatively unsaturated Ti atoms with charge less than 4+ in
the edges of the nanosheets were saturated with attached OH groups, or
oxygen atoms. In the later case, two Ti atoms contain one O atom,
which causes non-uniformity of charge among rim Ti atoms.

Energy has been obtained in the course of computations with DFTB2

method also called SCC-DFTB [39]. DFTB+program [40] was used in
combination with Slater-Koster (SK) parameter sets tiorg-0-1 [41] and
mio-0-1 [42]. Self-consistent charge was calculated with the tolerance
1·10−7 Ha recommended for good precision calculations. The geometry
of nanosheets was optimized till maximal component of forces reached
below 4.2·10-5 Ha/Bohr that is equivalent to 0.05 kcal/(mol·Å). All
atoms of the nanosheets were allowed to move during geometry opti-
mizations.

Additional computations of energy and structure optimization were
performed with PM6 semiempirical methodology [43] and, for one
case, with pm7 [44]. MOPAC2012 and MOPAC2016 programs were
employed for the computations with SCF convergence criterion 1·10−6

kcal/mol and maximum force criterion 0.05 kcal/(mol·Å). Electronic
absorption spectra were computed using time dependent dftb method in
linear approximation [39]. The number of excitations considered was
4000 and this limited the range of the spectrum in the UV region.

3. Results and discussion

Anatase TiO2 remains the most often used photocatalyst for diverse
redox reactions. Its high activity can be further improved via formation
of nanosheets with predominant surface (001). The ultimately thinnest
anatase nanosheets contain just two layers of atoms since monolayer
materials rearrange into lepidocrocite. The present investigation con-
siders such ultrathin nanosheets. Preparation methods usually allow
obtaining large-scale nanosheets. Such large nanosheets tend to fold
and this decreases the amount of available surface area. Thus, an idea to
overcome this disadvantage is to limit the horizontal sizes and obtain
nanosheet quantum dots instead of semi-infinite sheets. Such quantum
dots can be organized into mesoporous nanostructures for gas phase
photocatalytic applications or remain as is for liquid phase suspension
reactions. Templates can be selected for obtaining quantum dots with
needed size.

Previously we studied ultrathin anatase titanium dioxide nanor-
ibbons of various width and found their stability and limited quantum
size effect [20]. In the present work, ultrathin nanosheets are of ap-
proximately square shape. This was hoped to facilitate observation of
QSE and provide more generality for the study on visible-light activity.

Nanosheet quantum dots of the present study have fully hydro-
xylated edges or edges with variable extent of dehydroxylation. Hence,
the surface density of OH groups varies in the nanosheet quantum dots
wildly between 52 OH/nm2 for the smallest nanoparticle with full edges
hydroxylation to 0.6 OH/nm2 for the largest dehydroxylated nanosheet.
The large variation seems to be in agreement with literature data for
roundish anatase nanoparticles [45].

Fig. 1 shows nanosheet quantum dots with fully hydroxylated edges
after they were optimized with the scc-dftb method. This method is
known to provide very good agreement of anatase lattice structure with
the experimental data. Table S1 summarizes all data on nanosheet
quantum dots optimized with scc-dftb. Measurements of the nanosheets
size reveal that the originally ideal square shape is distorted with
contraction along non-hydroxylated edge direction. The hydroxylated
edge direction remained almost intact in length.

This phenomenon of contraction along one direction of (001) sur-
face is well known in the literature and was observed for decahedral
anatase nanoparticles as well [6]. However, this deviation of the crystal
structure in (001) surface does not cause any significant aberrations in
the nanosheets. The nanosheets quantum dots remain almost ideally
flat up to the largest sizes studied here of 4.6 x 3.8 nm. Previously we
found that the flatness depends on the number of layers of atoms in the
nanosheets: only nanosheets with even number of atomic layers are flat
[20]. This necessitates very careful choice of preparation methods to
selectively produce even number of layers nanosheets.

When the size of the nanosheets increases from TNS11 to TNS22
(Fig. 1), drastic changes in the atomic structure proceed. The structure
of titanium atoms surroundings changes from tetrahedra TiO4 in
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